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Abstract. The present paper provides the basic principles and analytic expressions of the 
quasi-thermal noise spectroscopy extended to measure the plasma bulk speed, as a tool for in 
situ space plasma diagnostics. This method is based on the analysis of the electrostatic field 
spectrum produced by the quasi-thermal fluctuations of the electrons and by the Doppler- 
shifted thermal fluctuations of the ions; it requires a sensitive radio receiver connected 
to an electric wire dipole antenna. Neglecting the plasma bulk speed, the technique has 
been routinely used in the low-speed solar wind, and it gives accurate measurements of 
the electron density and core temperature, in addition to estimates of parameters of the hot 
electron component. The present generalization of the method takes into account the plasma 
speed and thereby improves the thermal electron temperature diagnostic. The technique, 
which is relatively immune to spacecraft potential and photoelectron perturbations, is 
complementary to standard electrostatic analysers. Application to the radio receiver data 
from the Ulysses spacecraft yields an accurate plasma diagnostic. Comparisons of these 
results with those deduced from the particle analyser experiment on board Ulysses are 
presented and discussed. 

1. Introduction 

When a passive electric antenna is immersed in a stable 
plasma, the thermal motion of the ambient particles pro- 
duces electrostatic fluctuations, which can be adequately 
measured with a sensitive wave receiver connected to a wire 

dipole antenna. This quasi-thermal noise (QTN) is com- 
pletely determined by the particle velocity distributions in 
the frame of the antenna [Rostoker, 1961]. The problem 
is simplest in the absence of a static magnetic field or at fre- 
quencies much higher than the electron gyrofrequency, since 
in this case the plasma can be considered to be an assembly 
of "dressed" "test" particles moving in straight lines. The 
QTN spectrum around the plasma frequency f•, consists of a 
noise peak just above f•, produced by electron thermal fluc- 
tuations. Since the plasma density r,e is proportional to f•, 
this allows an accurate measurement of the electron density. 
In addition, the electrons passing within a Debye length 
from the antenna induce voltage pulses on it, producing in 
the spectrum a plateau just below f•,, and above f•,, a noise 
level which decreases as the observing frequency increases. 
The analysis of these spectrum regions gives the electron 
core temperature Tc [Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989]. As 
pointed out by Meyer-Vernet et al. [1998], one of the main 
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advantages of the QTN spectroscopy is its relative immunity 
to the spacecraft potential and photoelectron perturbations 
which, in general, affect particle analysers. 

This method, based on the electron contribution to the 
QTN, was first introduced for studies of the solar wind by 
Meyer-Vernet [1979]. It was applied successfully in comet- 
ary plasma tail [Meyer-Vernet et al., 1986] and in magnet- 
ized planetary environments [Moncuquet et al., 1995], and 
it was routinely used in the ecliptic plane to study the solar 
wind plasma at various heliocentric distances [Hoang et al., 
1992; Maksimovic et al., 1995]. 

However, in addition to the electron thermal noise, the 
lower-frequency part of the QTN spectrum, first identified 
on ISEE 3 by Hoang et al. [1982] and interpreted quantit- 
atively by Meyer-Vernet et al. [1986], is due to (1) the shot 
noise produced by particle impacts and photoemission on 
the antenna and (2) the ion thermal noise which is strongly 
Doppler-shifted by the solar wind velocity (so that it can 
be observed well above the ion characteristic frequencies). 
Since the proton and electron thermal velocities, vthp and 
vthe, respectively, satisfy the inequality vtap _< ¾ _< vta, in 
the solar wind, the bulk velocity has essentially no effect on 
the electron thermal noise while it may significantly affect 
that of the ions [Issautier et al., 1996]. 

In the present paper, we extend the QTN method to meas- 
ure the solar wind speed by taking into account the pro- 
ton thermal fluctuations which are Doppler-shifted by the 
plasma speed. This novel method is particularly necessary 
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at high latitudes [Hoang et al., 1996; Issautier et al., 1998] 
where the wind speed is large, and hence significantly affects 
the plasma QTN. 

In section 2 we briefly recall the theory of the QTN in 
a drifting electron-ion plasma and give the relevant analyt- 
ical expressions; we introduce a simplifying assumption to 
deduce an easy-to-compute formula, and we give numerical 
results for the purpose of plasma diagnostics. In section 3 we 
apply our method to the radio receiver data on the Ulysses 
spacecraft, and we discuss the resulting uncertainties on the 
deduced plasma parameters. We then briefly compare, in 
section 4, our results with those given by the particle ana- 
lyser on board Ulysses, and we discuss the observed dis- 
crepancies. 

w-k-V 
z• = (5) 

kVthi 

__ --Z 2 •0 Z •I' (z) 2ze e•dz (6) 

where the thermal speed vthi - (2kBTi/mi) •/2. Substi- 
tuting (2) and (3) in the general expression (1), we obtain a 
three-dimensional integral which requires, in general, com- 
plex numerical calculations [Couturier et al., 1983]. 

2.2. Proton Thermal Noise: Analytical Simplifications 

The proton contribution to the voltage power spectrum 
given in (1), in cylindrical coordinates of axis parallel to V, 
is 

2. Quasi-Thermal Noise in a Drifting Plasma 
2.1. Basics of the Method 

The voltage spectral density measured at the terminals of 
an electric antenna, which is immersed in a plasma drifting 
with velocity V, is 

2 / Ik.JI 2 ' QT• 3 dak E • (k w-k.V) (1) 

The first term in the integral represents the spatial Fourier 
transform J (k) of the current distribution on the antenna. 
For a wire dipole antenna made of two thin filaments, each 
of length œ and radius a << œ, parallel to the x axis, we have 

sin 2 (k•L/2) 
k. J = 4 (2) 

k=œ 

where we assume that the current has a linear variation (i.e., 
the charge distribution is constant on each antenna arm). 
This approximation holds, in general, whenever the filament 
radius is much smaller than the electrostatic wavelengths, 
i.e., a << LD andwL/c << 1 [Schiff, 1971]. 

The second term in the integral is the autocorrelation 
function of the electrostatic field fluctuations in the antenna 

frame. Since we consider frequencies much above the Lar- 
mor frequencies, so that the ambient static magnetic field 
can be neglected, we have 

E 2 (k, co) - 27r E q• f davfi (v)J (co - k. v) 

where fi is the velocity distribution function of the ith spe- 
cies of charge qi and e z,(k, w) is the plasma longitudinal 
dielectric function [Sitenko, 1967]. We consider a plasma 
made of several species i with density hi, mass mi, and 
Maxwellian distributions with temperature T/, drifting with 
velocity ¾. The permittivity is then given by 

e 2 ni (4) ez,(k,w-k.V) - 1+ k•-•oEkB2• ß 

x 

8 ne 2 me dk 

v[ 

• du - - 

4 (½ x d• (kLcos7)2 
where • is the ratio between the electron and proton thermal 
speed, u = cos 0 where 0 is the •gle between k and V, •d 
the •gle 7 is given by 

cos7 - ucos•+•l-u 2sin•cos• (8) 

where fl is the •gle between V •d the •tenna, •d • is 
the •imuth• •gle of k in a pl•e pe•endicul• to V. In 
order to obtain a practical formula which can be used for a 
plasma diagnostic, we consider below the two simple cases 
where the •tenna is pe•endicul• •d p•allel to the sol• 
wind velocity V, respectively. 

It is wo•h noting that the first case is the most interesting 
in practice. First, with • •tenna l•ger th• the relev•t 
wavelengths, which is generally the case for thermal noise 
diagnostics, the •tenna is most sensitive to wave vectors 
roughly pe•endicul• to it [M•er-Vernet, 1994]. Hence, 
since the effect of the velocity is m•imum for k p•allel to 
V, the proton contribution to the thermal noise (which in- 
creases with the Doppler shift) is expected to be m•imum 
when the •tenna is pe•endicul• to V. Second, with a 
spinning •tenna this geometry generally occurs twice per 
spin period. 

In the p•icul• case of Ulysses, the •tenna is always ap- 
proximatively pe•endicul• (within 20 ø) to the velocity dur- 
ing most of the trajectory, since Ulysses's spin •is is close 
to the sol• direction. Notice that a misalignment effect on 
the plasma diagnostic is estimated to be negligible since no 
detectable spin modulation has been obse•ed in the spectra. 

2.2.1. Antenna perpendicular to solar wind velocity. 
In this case, fl = x/2, so that cos 7 = •1 - u 2 cos •. •e 
integration according to • c• be written as 

in4(Z co2) I• = d• (•Lcos7) 2 (9) 
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71' 

I• = l•Fñ(kLv/1-u 2) (10) 
Fñ (z) is the intenna response to a wave field having a cyl- 
indrical symmet• [Mqer-Vernet et al., 1993]: 

r&(•) = 6• ds sin4(8/2) 
• •(• - •)•/• 

- • [• • •]o(•) •]o(•) 
+&(•)- •&(•)] (]]) 

where Jo and Jx denote the Bessel functions of the first kind. 
In (7) the exponential contributes most to the integral on 

the variable u near u = co/kV, within an interval of order 
vttt•,/V; otherwise, it is negligible. Since V/vth•, >> 1, the 
variation of the function Fñ (z) is generally small over this 
interval (provided, in practice, that œ/œD < V/vth•,), and 
we can approximate the three-dimensional integral in (7) by 

Ik,• • •-• /V •-•Fi kL I k2V2 x (12) 

x le/•(k, w- kVu)l" exp[-,u?'(co- 
In an electron-proton plasma with Maxwellian distribu- 

tions, the longitudinal dielectric function (4) can be written 
as 

eL (k, co- kVu) - 1 + k•.L • [1 - ß (z) + 
+t (1- (I, (•z)+ jx/-•ze-•"")] (13) 

where t is the ratio of the electron to the proton temperature 
and z = (co - kVu)/kvt•,. Equation (13) neglects the con- 
tribution to eL of the suprathermal component of the electron 
distribution. This is justified since the proton quasi-thermal 
noise (which we want to calculate) is only important be- 
low the plasma frequency; at these frequencies the electron 
suprathermal component contributes negligibly. 

Let us denote the value of eL when the ion motion is neg- 
lected by eL., and the ion contribution by e L•, so that 

and 

(14) 

- •v•.•[•] (•) 
where .• denotes the imaginary part. 

The integration over the variable u between -1 and 1 can 
be approximated by an integration between -c• and +c• 
because its main contribution occurs near u = co/kV, as 
said above. With the transformation co• = co - kVu, thus 

co• = zkvtl•, the integral over u in (12) can be written as 

I,, = t•Mv/- • co' i•(k,•o,)l• ' (16) 

where we have introduced the notation M = V/vttt,. 
Using (14), we have approximately 

•' I,•(k, •')1 •' • •' I,•(k, •')1 = 

- f•• &' e[•,] w' [e•. (k, w') [ 2 
(17) 

where we have neglected the proton motion contribution to 
the modulus of the dielectric function in the second term of 

the right-hand side of (17), since/•z >> 1. 
Since .•[•3/1•1 •- - .c•(1/e•,) (where, denotes the com- 

plex conjugate), and using the Kramers-Kronig relations as 
explained in the Appendix (see equation (A8)), (17) can be 
written as 

-•rR 1- 

•(k, 0) 

] •.(k, 0) 
(18) 

where 

1 

eL(k, 0) - l+k•.L•>(l+t) (19) 
1 

eL.(k,O) - l+k• .L•> (20) 
Hence, substituting (18) into (16), we finally obtain 

(kLD)4 [ 1 1](21) 
Substituting (12) into (7), using (21) and making a change 

of variables in the integral, the proton thermal noise takes the 
simple expression [Issautier et al., 1996] 

4•reo M 

y Fl_ (yL/LD) 
x (• + • + •)(• + • + • + •) (22) 

• : coLD/V • t: T,/T•,, M = V/vt•, (23) 

As previously said in section 2.2.1, the function Fñ is 
the antenna response to the wave field. The electron Debye 
length LB is defined by L•> - (eoksT,/eO'n,), where n, 
is the electron density and T, is a generalized electron tem- 
perature defined by ks T,/me = 1 / < v- 9. > (where <> 
denotes an average over the electron velocity distribution). 
With a Maxwellian distribution of temperature T, we get the 
usual definition T• = T instead of T• = T• (1 + a) / (1 + 
at-•) with a superposition of a cold plus a hot Maxwellian, 
where a = nh/nc and r = T•/Tc. With a << 1 and r >> 1 
in the solar wind [Feldman et al., 1975], the temperature T, 
is roughly equal to the core electron temperature T•. 

2.2.2. Antenna parallel to solar wind velocity. In this 
limiting case, we can also deduce an expression of the proton 
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thermal noise V•, (co), that is easy to compute. With/5 = 0, 
(8) yields cos q, = cos0 - u, so that the proton thermal 
noise expression becomes 

V[ (w) -- 16 ne • m• ak • e• 2•ksT• • k 3 

+• sin• (kLu/2) 1 x du 

x exp[-u2(w - kVu)2/v•k 2] (24) 
where the permittivity hnction is given by (13). As said 
in section 2.2.1, the exponential function contributes mostly 
to the integral in the vicinity of u = w/kV. •us we c• 
approximate (24) by 

sin • (Lw/2V) •+• dk (25) 
+l du _•2 • lez(k,w - kVu)l 2 exp[ (w - kVu)2/v•n• ] 

As previously shown in section 2.2.1, the integration over u 
c• be calculated using the •amers-•onig relations, giving 
(21). Hence (25) yields 

16 T• k}T• sin 4 (Lw/2V) 
• ne • V (L•/V)• 

•+' kdk kdk ] • - (26) 
/w •+k •L• •+•+k •L• 

where t = T•/Tp. •is c• be straightforw•dly integrated 
to give the expression of the proton thermal noise when the 
•tenna is p•allel to the velocity 

_ + + we0 Vt (a•) • In 1 + • (27) 
where fi = •Lo /V •d a = L/Lo. It is impon•t to note 
that the approximation used to obtain (25) assumes that the 
sine function in (24) v•ies wetly when u v•ies by v•p IV, 
i.e., in practice that 4L/Lo < V/v•p, which is a stronger 
condition th• that assumed to derive (22) in the case of • 
•tenna pe•endicul• to V. 

2.3. Asymptotic Limits and Numerical Results 

2.3.1. Asymptotic limits. The proton thermal noise, 
when the velocity is perpendicular to the antenna, can be 
simplified in the following asymptotic limits. Consider first 
the case œ/œo >> 1. Substituting the asymptotic limit 
Fñ (z) ,0 8/z for z >> 1 [Meyer-Vernet et al., 1993] into 
(22), we obtain 

4ksT• I fo øø V• • • dy •reo V at 

[ 1 1 X -- 

I + ft •' + y•' I + ft •' + y• + t 
(28) 

This can be straightforwardly integrated to give 

2kB Te LD 

eoV Lt 

1 1 

x/'l + •2 x/'l + •2 + t 
(29) 

It is worth noting that in the special case when t << 1 q- ft 2, 
(29) reduces to 

17•2 • ks Te L D 1 eoV L (1 + ft2)a/2 (30) 
which is independent of the electron to proton temperature 
ratio. 

Consider now the case LILt> << 1. We substitute the 
approximation Fñ (z) --, z 2 for z << 1 [Meyer-Vernet et al., 
1993] into (22), which yields 

(3•) 
since the large values of y contribute negligibly to the integ- 
ral. Finally, we obtain 

(32) 

In particular, when t << 1 + ft 2, this gives 

kBT, L •' L• (33) V] • 4•reoV L• In L•.( 1 + ft•. ) 
2.3.2. Numerical results. Figure 1 shows the proton 

thermal noise spectra normalized to • for the slow and 
fast wind speed versus the normalized frequency f/f•,. For 
each case, the parameter œ/œo varies between 0.5 and 10 
as shown in Figure 1 by different styles of lines. We have 
also usedfv = 15kHz, Tc = l0 sK, andT v =5x 104K. 
For the lower value of the solar wind speed, the proton noise 
is more intense at low frequencies (f < f•,) than it is in 
the case of large-speed wind. Besides, the signal decreases 
more rapidly with the frequency for V = 400 km s-x than 
for V - 800 km s-x. In the latter case, the noise is shifted 
to larger frequencies. The larger the wind speed, the more 
shifted the proton noise. 

Figure 2 represents the most general grid of spectra of the 
proton thermal noise normalized to x/•/M as a function 
of f/(f•,M). The curves depend only on two parameters: 
the antenna length normalized to the Debye length and the 
ratio of the electron to proton temperature. For two cases 
of electron to proton temperature ratio, t = 0.5 and t = 
2, we draw the proton noise spectra, deduced from (22) for 
different values of L/Lo. Figure 2 can be used for any kind 
of wind, knowing the characteristic of the plasma and the 
length of the antenna. When the wind speed is changed, 
the proton noise spectrum is shifted in both frequency and 
amplitude according to the value of M. 
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Figure 1. Proton thermal noise level Vv•(V •' Hz -x) x 10X6/T •/•' (K) as a function of f/fp for a wire 
dipole antenna with different values of œ/œt> (0.5, 1, 3.5, and 10), for (a) the low speed wind and (b) the 
fast speed wind. As an example, we take fp - 15 kHz, Tv - 5 x 104 K, and Tc- 105 K. 

Figure 3 shows the contour levels of the proton thermal the Doppler shift on the electrons is generally negligible 
noise at f/fv - 0.5 as a function of the electron density and since V << vthe, so that it can be calculated numerically 
core temperature for the Ulysses wire dipole antenna with from a simple one-dimensional integral. For a wire dipole 
length œ - 35 m, for wind speeds of 400 and 800 km s-x, antenna the electron QTN spectrum is nearly flat just be- 
and Tv - 8 x 104 K. Since the density only plays a role low the plasma frequency, at a level mainly determined by 
through L/œt> in (22), it scales as œ-•', so that one can use the core temperature To. In contrast, when f >> fv, the 
this chart with any antenna length: for instance, if œ - 70 electron quasi-thermal noise is given by Meyer-Vernet and 
m, then the density ne in Figure 3 must be divided by 4. The Perche [1989]: 

dotted line corresponds to the plasma parameters for which -• œz>• fv a (1 + 
L/L•> - 1. It is noteworthy that Figure 3 may be used Vff --• 5.10-•6v/T•• x 1.6fa(1 + a)a/2 (34) for comparison with Figure 4 of Meyer-Vernet and Perche 
[1989]. The dashed line is the condition where œ/œt> - for two Maxwellian electron populations with 
/•M. The proton thermal noise calculations performed in and r- Ta/T•. 
this paper assume that œ/œt> < I•M (as discussed in section The electron noise spectrum has a cutoff at the plasma fre- 
2.2.1), which is given by the large region above the dashed quency fp cr (no + na)•/•' and a peak just above fp whose 
line. precise shape is determined by the halo population, through 
2.4. Electron Diagnostic the parameters a and r. Notice that when f >> fv, Vff var- 

ies as 1/fa, whereas one can see from expression (22) that 
2.4.1. Electron thermal noise. The electron thermal for high frequencies the proton thermal noise varies as l/f4. 

noise, reviewed by Meyer-Vernet and Perche [ 1989], is de- Hence the proton thermal noise tends to be negligible above 
duced from the expression (1) of the voltage spectrum where fp, whereas the electron thermal noise dominates. In con- 
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Figure 2. Chart plots of the normalized proton thermal noise level Vp 2 (V •' Hz -x) x 10 x? x M/T• I•' (K) 
as a function of f/(f•,M) for different values of L/Lz> as shown and for (a) t - 0.5 and (b) t - 2. 

trast, one can see, by comparing Figures 1-3 with those of 
Meyer-Vernet and Perche [ 1989], that the proton noise plays 
an important role below the plasma frequency. 

2.4.2. Solar wind speed effect on the plasma frequency 
cutoff. In a Maxwellian electron plasma described by the 
Vlasov equation, the dispersion equation of the weakly 
damped longitudinal plasma waves is defined by the real part 
of the dielectric function eL given by (4). With a relative ve- 
locity ¾ of the antenna with respect to the ambient plasma, 
the dispersion relation is then 

•[•(k, o• - k. V)] = 0 (35) 

Expanding the dielectric function in terms of small para- 
meter k •' < v •' >/w •', we obtain 

( k2<v2 > ) 2 1 + (36) - k. v)" :---i,:': 
where ( •' • is the second order moment of the distribution 
function, which traditionally defines the temperature. With 
the notation k ß ¾ - kVu, we have 

w2( 2kVu) k2<v2> w• 1 m 1 + 2 (37) 
This second degree polynomial in k •' has two solutions 
defined by 

k i w 2 [ wVu < v2 > wP 2 4- 

(38) 

Since k is real and positive, there is always one solution (ob- 
tained by taking the positive sign) whatever the sign of u if 
w >_ %,; this is the usual Langmuir wave Doppler-shifted by 
the velocity ¾. In contrast, for w < %, the existence of a 
solution (obtained by taking the negative sign) requires that 
u< Oand 

w• ] -> < ;5 I - w--• (39) 
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Figure 3. Proton thermal noise contours (V• in V •' •z-z) 
for f/f• -- 0.5 as a fu•cfio• of the plasma density •d 
temperature, •o• a thi• dipole •te•a with • = •5 • •d 
• - 8 x • 0 • K fo• two wi•d speeds of (a) V - •00 km s- z 
•d (b) V • 800 km s-z. All comou• levels •e i• the •e 
betwee• ]0 -zs •d 2.6 x ]0 -z• •d •e spaced as follows: 
•o• example, the p•oto• •oise comou•s (i• ] 0- zs V • •- z) 
•e ], 2, 4, 6, 8, ]0, ]2, ]4, ]6, ]8, 20, •d 22. 

For co • coy this can be rewritten as 

co2 u2•V 2 

I co• < (40) <v2> 

Hence the Doppler shift allows weakly damped waves to ex- 
ist even below the plasma frequency, in the range 

_ (4]) 

3/2v•h.e, SO that the cutoff is determined with a maximum 
error of 2%, due to the Doppler shift effect. 

In contrast, at high latitudes where the solar wind speed is 
large, for V ,-• 800 km s-i and Te "• 7 x 104 K, V/vt•,e is 
about 0.6. In this case the cutoff is shifted by 10% toward 
the left of the spectrum, so that the Doppler shift effect on 
the plasma frequency is still small but not negligible. 

3. Solar Wind Plasma Diagnostic 

3.1. Shot Noise and Antenna Impedance 

Since the wire dipole antenna used is not a grid antenna, 
there is an additional noise due to the particles whose tra- 
jectory intercepts the antenna and also to the photoelectrons 
which are emitted by the antenna surface. This shot noise 
becomes important only for f << fv and decreases as 1/f•'. 
Although it is generally small for the antenna used, we have 
to take it into account to make an accurate plasma diagnostic. 
If the DC potential 4• and the equivalent radius a of the an- 
tenna satisfy le/km:rl << 1 and a < LD, the electron im- 
pact rate on one antenna arm is roughly Ne • x/'-ffaLr•e vth,. 
A good approximation for the total noise at the antenna ter- 
minals below fv can be obtained by simply adding to the 
electron-plus-ion QTN the term representing the shot noise 
[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989], 

V/ - 2e2N, AlZl 2 (42) 

where the factor A m 1 + eqb/kBT, comes from a first-order 
approximation of the shot noise (•b is estimated to be • 4 V) 
and 2' is the antenna impedance, defined by 

j fds Ik.J(k)[2 - - v) (4s) 
which takes into account the effect of the ambient plasma. 
Note that the uncertainty on the determination of • does not 
affect significantly our results because we only take into ac- 
count the data for which the shot noise contribution Vz 2 to 
the total noise is very small (see section 3.5). 

The terminals of the antenna, of impedance Z, are connec- 
ted through an input circuit to a receiver with a finite input 
impedance Z•; then the voltage spectral density measured at 
the receiver input terminals is V• - V•/[,2, where the total 
quasi-thermal noise V• 2 is the sum of Vv2(co), Ve2(co), and 
V•(co), given by expressions (22), (34), and (42), respect- 
ively. The transfer function of the input circuit is defined as 
a function of the impedances by 

Since u < 1, we conclude that electrostatic waves are 
detected by the antenna below fv owing to the Doppler shift, 
for frequencies as low as fv (1 - V •' / 2 < v •' >). The cutoff 
of the spectrum, which is located at the plasma frequency for 
V = 0, is therefore shifted to the left, which may widen the 
peak. 

For a typical speed wind of about 400 km s-l, and an 
electron temperature T, • 105 K, the ratio V•'/ < v •' > is 
small. We get V/vthe • 0.23 with a three-dimensional Max- 
wellian distribution which gives < v •' >= 3kBT,/rn, = 

1 ER 

Za+Z 
(44) 

where ZR is mainly due to the antenna base capacitance. 

3.2. Unified Radio and Plasma Wave Receiver 

The observations were performed with the Unified Ra- 
dio and Plasma Wave (URAP) radio receiver [Stone et al., 
1992], connected to the long wire 2 x 35 m electric dipole 
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antenna, located in the spacecraft spin plane. The receiver 
is linearly swept through 64 equally spaced and contiguous 
frequency channels (of bandwidth 0.75 kHz and duration 2 
s), covering the low-frequency band from 1.25 to 48.5 kHz in 
128 s. This receiving mode is well suited to measure thermal 
noise spectra on Ulysses with a good frequency resolution. 
Besides, as we will see in section 3.5, the receiver is ex- 
tremely sensitive, and the ratio of the signal to receiver noise 
is higher than in most previously flown instruments, which 
enables us to analyze accurately the plasma thermal noise. 

3.3. Deducing the Bulk Speed 

As said in section 2.2, because the proton thermal velocity 
is much smaller than the plasma bulk velocity, the proton 
noise spectrum is strongly Doppler-shifted, and it can be ob- 
served far above the proton characteristic frequencies. The 
solar wind speed is thus deduced from the analysis of the 
proton contribution to the low-frequency thermal spectrum. 

As already noted, over most of the Ulysses trajectory, the 
spin axis is sufficiently close to the solar direction for the an- 
tenna to be roughly perpendicular to the solar wind velocity. 
We will then use the proton thermal noise expression given 
in (22). 

We assume that the electron velocity distribution in the 
solar wind is a superposition of two isotropic Maxwellians; 
we model them by a core (of density nc and temperature To) 
and a halo (of density nh and temperature Th) [Feldman 
et al., 1975]. Moreover, we describe the proton distribu- 
tion by one drifting Maxwellian (of speed V and temperat- 

0 IogV 2/0 IogT 0 IogVr2/O log'r!' i .... r c 
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ß /ø 
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Figure 4. Partial derivatives of the electron-plus-proton 
quasi-thermal noise spectrum with respect to the six para- 
meters of the fitting f•,, T•, c•, r, V, and T•,, for typical val- 
ues encountered by Ulysses (20 kHz, 7.5 x 104 K, 0.03, 13, 
400 km s- x and 7 x 104 K respectively). 

spectral density to weight the fitting; notice that this value 
is lower than the 15% previously used by Maksimovic et al. 
[ 1995], which has subsequently been found to be overestim- 
ated [Issautier et al., 1998]. 

The implementation of the Levenberg-Marquart method 
requires computing the partial derivatives of the calculated 
QTN spectrum with respect to the six fitting parameters. 

ure T•o). Although the electron halo population is often ob- Figure 4 shows these partial derivatives of the electron-plus- served to be highly non-Maxwellian [see, e.g., Maksimovic 
proton thermal noise for typical solar wind parameters. This et al., 1997], this does not affect significantly the diagnostic 

of the total electron density, which is model independent, nor 
the core temperature, quite insensitive to the shape of the hot 
population distribution [Chateau and Meyer-Vernet, 1991]. 
However, it is not the case for suprathermal parameters. 

Practically, the plasma diagnostic is performed by (1) as- 
suming the above velocity distributions, (2) calculating the 
theoretical spectrum V• produced by these distributions, and 
(3) deducing the six unknown parameters of the model by fit- 
ting the theory to the whole measured spectrum, using a non- 
linear least squares fitting procedure, as explained in section 
3.4. 

3.4. Numerical Process 

The numerical process basically consists of fitting the the- 
oretical voltage spectral density log V• to each measured 
spectrum by minimizing a X 9' merit function with the six 
free following parameters: the plasma frequency f•,, the 
core temperature T•, the ratio of the halo/core densities c• = 

n•/n•, the ratio of the halo/core temperatures r = T•/T•, 
the ion solar wind speed V, and the proton temperature T•,. 
These )49' minima are found by using a Levenberg-Marquart 
method [Press et al., 1992], which also provides the estim- 
ated variances of the fitted parameters, used herein to deduce 
their uncertainties. The )49. function is computed by using 
equal measurement errors of about 10% on the measured 

allows us to provide the sensitivity of the QTN spectrum 
to each parameter in the Ulysses frequency range. These 
derivatives are given with respect to the parameter decimal 
logarithm (except for f•,), so that a value of +1 at a given 
frequency means that multiplying or dividing the considered 
parameter by 10 (or adding or subtracting 1 kHz to f•o) mul- 
tiplies or divides the QTN level by 10. 

In Figure 4 one can see the following: 
1. The thermal temperature is the only parameter which 

depends significantly on the whole spectrum (dash-dotted 
line). Compared to the QTN spectroscopy performed pre- 
viously [see, e.g. Maksimovic et al., 1995] for which the 
Doppler-shifted proton thermal noise was not included, the 
spectrum below f•o is now correctly calculated, which might 
allow us to measure Tc even when the spectrum above f•, 
is polluted by nonthermal emissions (such as type III radio 
bursts). 

2. The derivative with respect to f•o exhibits a large vari- 
ation but in a narrow frequency range around f•o (bold solid 
line); this is because it mainly depends on the voltage peak. 
Otherwise stated, the peak is a strong marker of the plasma 
frequency, which might allow one to determine f•, on a spec- 
trogram by "fitting by eye." 

3. For the suprathermal electron parameters the partial de- 
rivatives 0 log V•/O log c• (dotted line) and 0 log V•/O log r 
(dash-dotted line with three dots) also vanish outside 
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the vicinity of the peak and reach smaller values than 
0 log Vj•/Of•, does (despite they are in logarithmic scale); 
this explains why these parameters are revealed by the de- 
tailed shape of the spectral peak as already shown by Chat- 
eau and Meyer-Vernet [ 1991 ] and why they are not very well 
determined by the fitting. 

4. The partial derivative with respect to the logarithm of 
the solar wind speed (thin solid line) varies greatly (roughly 
speaking, as much as the derivative with respect to log To) at 
frequencies below f•,, while this derivative vanishes above 
f•,, where the effect of the speed can thus be considered 
as negligible. As already shown by Issautier et al. [1996], 
the proton thermal noise is much more sensitive to the bulk 
speed than to the proton temperature, since the derivat- 
ive with respect to T•, (dashed line) is significantly smal- 
ler than with respect to V. Moreover, the maximum values 
of 0 log Vj•/O log Tp are obtained at very low frequencies 
where the shot noise dominates the spectrum. Note also that 
in (22) the solar wind speed V appears not only in the integ- 
ral of the expression but also as a factor, so that the speed 
is determined by both the level of the proton noise and the 
spectral shape. In contrast, the proton temperature appears 
only through the parameter t in the integral. This is why the 
method is not well adapted to determine T/,, albeit it has no 
incidence on the speed diagnostic. 

3.5. Applications on Ulysses 

Routinely used on Ulysses, the method in section 3.4 
yields for each spectrum the six plasma parameters (he, To, 
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Figure 5. Example of voltage power spectrum (in 10-•4 
V • Hz -x) measured with the Unified Radio and Plasma 
Wave (URAP) dipole antenna on Ulysses at 1.34 AU helio- 
centric distance. The bold solid line is the theoretical spec- 
trum of the electron-plus-proton quasi-thermal noise (plus 
shot noise) which best fits the data (dots), with the plasma 
parameters shown, while the thin solid line represents the 
receiver noise level on Ulysses. 

c•, r, V, and T•,), their numerical uncertainties, and the over- 
all standard deviation cr of the theory from the data. This 
latter parameter quantifies the quality of the fit and allows 
us to select the best spectra. Note that in all Ulysses data 
analysis we required it to be better than 2.5%. 

Figure 5 shows a typical example of the observed voltage 
power spectrum versus frequency. The bold solid line rep- 
resents the best fit of the theoretical electron-plus-proton 
QTN (plus the shot noise at lowest frequencies) to the ob- 
served spectrum plotted as heavy dots. It is noteworthy that 
the numerical process involves fitting the model to many 
more independent data points (56 dots in the above example) 
than the number of free parameters (six). The fit is good 
since the cr is less than 2%. The thin solid line represents the 
receiver noise level against the frequency. This level, which 
decreases as the frequency increases, is always lower than 
10 -•4 V 2 Hz -• except for the first frequency at 1.25 kHz; 
thus, the signal to the receiver noise ratio is generally higher 
than 10 above 5 kHz and remains at about 5 at lower fre- 

quencies. Hence we do not take into account, in the fitting 
procedure, the two lowest frequencies of the spectrum, for 
which the thermal noise is not sufficiently large compared 
with the receiver noise level and to the shot noise. 

The fitting yields finally the six plasma parameters, with 
their uncertainties, shown in Figure 5; the best fitted para- 
meters are, in the decreasing accuracy order, he, T•, and V. 
Note that improving the statistical uncertainties on the supra- 
thermal parameters would require a better frequency resolu- 
tion of the spectral peak than that achieved on Ulysses since, 
as explained before, suprathermal particles are only revealed 
by the shape of the peak. 

Figure 6 represents several typical examples of spectra 
routinely obtained with the Ulysses low-frequency receiver. 
As in Figure 5, the solid lines are the best fit spectra with 
the parameters shown. These spectra are taken at different 
latitudes during the Ulysses pole-to-pole exploration. This 
outlines the typical spectral shape, corresponding to specific 
types of wind (slow or fast wind and dense or dilute flows) 
encountered by the spacecraft; one can see, in particular, 
that the spectral peak is smoothed out at increasing latitudes, 
which is due in part to the increase of the Debye length due 
to the density decrease as the heliocentric distance increases 
[Hoang et al., 1996]. Besides, we can verify from Figures 
6c and 6f that the relative contribution c• of the supratherma! 
particles to the density affects essentially the width of the 
peak. 

The evolution of the statistical uncertainties of the plasma 
parameters, deduced from the fitting procedure, indicates 
that all of them depend, more or less, on the heliographic 
latitude. As the spacecraft explored the high latitudes where 
it encountered the steady state fast solar wind originating 
from polar coronal holes, the numerical errors increase (not 
shown). In particular, as already noted, the electron density 
is low in these polar regions, so that the f•, peak is shifted to 
lower frequencies near the lowest frequency of the receiver 
band, and the corresponding Debye length increase smooths 
out the peak. Both effects act to increase the uncertainty on 
the electron density. In addition, at high latitudes the solar 
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Figure 6. Series of typical voltage power spectra (in 10-x4 V 9. Hz-x) measured with the URAP dipole 
antenna on Ulysses at various distances and at latitudes of (a) -80 ø, (b) -55 ø, (c) -43.7 ø, (d) -13 ø, (e) 4.8 ø, 
and (f) 54 ø. Solid lines are the best fits to the data (dots), with the plasma parameters shown. 
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wind speed, the core temperature, and the proton temperat- 
ure are determined from the low-frequency part of the spec- 
trum with a reduced number of data points, which implies 
larger numerical uncertainties on them. 

Generally, the solar wind speed is deduced with an accur- 
acy of 10-30%, with a better accuracy for slow solar wind 
speed, as said above. We obtain the total electron density 
with a few percent since it is mainly derived from the meas- 
urement of a frequency and is thus independent of the re- 
ceiver gain calibration. A good accuracy is also achieved for 
the core temperature To, which has an uncertainty smaller 
than 10% for in-ecliptic measurements and lower than 25% 
poleward of 40 ø. Notice that the QTN method allows us to 
obtain a better accuracy on the derived electron temperature 
Tc than when the drift velocity was not included in the QTN 
theory [Meyer-Vernet et al., 1998]. 

4. Comparison With Particle Analyser on 
Ulysses 

Since the wire dipole antenna senses a large plasma 
volume, the QTN spectroscopy method is relatively im- 
mune to spacecraft potential and photoelectron perturbations 
[Meyer-Vernet et al., 1998]. Indeed, since the Langmuir 
wavelength satisfies the inequality ),L > 2;rL the antenna 
can be seen as a sensor of surface S > 27rLD x L, which is 
much larger than the spacecraft scales, including the photo- 
electron sheath. Moreover, as already said, the total density 
measurement is independent of the receiver gain calibration. 

The plasma QTN diagnostic on Ulysses is made every 128 
s, at twice the rate of the Solar Wind Observations Over the 

Poles of the Sun (SWOOPS) particle analyser [Berne et el., 
1992] on board. This high time resolution is important to 
study the solar wind fluctuations. It has allowed the first ac- 
curate measurement of the electron density and core temper- 
ature radial profiles in the steady state fast solar wind, during 
the Ulysses high-latitude exploration [lsseutier et el., 1998]. 
However, the frequency resolution is not as good as we wish; 
the spectrum peak is generally defined by three consecut- 
ive frequencies acquired in 6 s, so that the plasma density 
fluctuations can broaden the spectral peak and limit the ac- 
curacy on the measurements of the suprathermal parameters 
[Meyer-Vernet end Perche, 1989]. Let us now compare some 
examples of QTN measurements with those deduced from 
the SWOOPS particle analyser on Ulysses. 

Figure 7 represents the electron density, the core elec- 
tron temperature, and the solar wind speed, deduced from 
the present extended QTN method, compared with the 
SWOOPS data, in the latitudinal range (-30 ø S, +30 ø N), 
during the Ulysses fast latitude transit near the 1996 solar 
activity minimum. In Figure 7 one can see the abrupt change 
of regime near -4- 22 ø between the heliographic current sheet 
and the polar regions. In the top plot, one can also point 
out that the total electron density deduced from QTN super- 
imposes very well to the total ion density deduced from the 
proton density plus twice the alpha particle density, obtained 
with the SWOOPS experiment, yielding indistinguishable 

values at the scale of Figure 7. However, the SWOOPS total 
electron densities (not shown) are not in agreement with the 
present QTN densities, both in the high and slow speed wind, 
owing to potential perturbations which affect classical elec- 
tron analyser. 

The middle plot of Figure 7 shows that the core electron 
temperature obtained by the QTN method is rather close to 
the SWOOPS results, in the dense equatorial band as well 
as at high latitudes. Actually, SWOOPS core temperature 
measurements are, on average, higher to within 12% than 
the QTN ones, while these two measurements are closer to 
each other outside the heliospheric current sheet. 

Finally, the comparison of the solar wind speed measured 
by the two methods (QTN and SWOOPS), in the bottom 
plot, shows quite a good agreement, generally better than 
10%, for low to medium solar wind speeds in the equatorial 
band where the speed varies between 300 and 650 km s-•. 
However, the QTN speed data are systematically lower by 
25% than SWOOPS data at high latitudes are, where the 
solar wind speed is large and remains near 750 km s- •. Note 
that the SWOOPS experiment [Scirne et al., 1994] gives the 
solar wind speed with a few percent uncertainty because its 
diagnostic is based on the shift of the proton velocity distri- 
bution. 

5. Discussion and Summary 

How can we explain this lack of accuracy of the QTN 
speed measurements at high latitudes? It may be due to 
the fact that we did not take into account the solar wind 

speed effect on the electrons. Indeed, in slow solar wind 
(-,• 400 km s-•) the assumption V << vt•,e is well satis- 
fied, so that the effect of the bulk speed can be neglected 
for the electron thermal noise. In contrast, for large-speed 
wind this inequality is less well satisfied since, as noted in 
section 2.4.2, we have V/vt•,e ,.• 0.6. In addition, for this 
large-speed value, the Doppler shift of f•, discussed in sec- 
tion 2.4.2 should widen the peak, thereby producing an over- 
estimation of the parameter a, which is determined from the 
width of the spectral peak. This is actually what is observed, 
and the overestimation of a may, in turn, affect the speed 
measurement. Indeed, we checked that in these cases; using 
a realistic value of a reduces the discrepancy on the speed 
measurement. Notice that, in contrast, for slow speed wind, 
both a and V agree with the SWOOPS particle analyser data 
better than 10%. This suggests that further calculations are 
needed to improve the bulk solar wind speed determination 
in this case. 

Finally, the proton temperature is not well measured since 
the proton thermal noise is not very sensitive to T•, (see 
equation (22)). Note also that the velocity distributions in 
the high-speed wind are not well described by a superposi- 
tion of isotropic Maxwellians [Feldrnan et al., 1996]. The 
temperature anisotropy is not expected to affect signific- 
antly the thermal noise spectroscopy for electrons [Meyer- 
Vernet, 1994], but this is not necessarily true for the pro- 
ton thermal noise. This effect may affect the determina- 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the density, thermal temperature, and solar wind speed, deduced from the 
QTN extended method (continuous line) and from the particle analyser experiment (grey dots) SWOOPS 
(Solar Wind Observations Over the Poles of the Sun) on Ulysses. Note that both measurements are hourly 
averaged. 

tion of the fast solar wind speed. Anyway, the present ex- 
tended QTN method significantly improves the precision on 
the core temperature diagnostic even when only an order of 
magnitude of the fast wind speed is derived. 

Finally, in this paper, we have extended the method of 
quasi-thermal noise spectroscopy to take into account the 
Doppler-shifted proton contribution to deduce the solar wind 

speed and to improve the diagnostic of the electron core tem- 
perature. It is noteworthy that since we consider only waves 
at frequencies of the order of magnitude of the plasma fre- 
quency, neglecting the ambient magnetic field requires the 
electron gyrofrequency to be much smaller than the plasma 
frequency. This is the case in our study since Ulysses solar 
wind measurements are obtained between 1 and 4 AU, where 
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the magnetic field is about 5 x 10-9 T and the electron gyro- 
frequency is about 0.9 kHz. Analytical expressions of the 
proton thermal noise are given in section 2, and its contour 
levels are represented as functions of the electron density and 
temperature; they can be readily used to estimate the proton 
thermal noise at the ports of electric antennae in nonmagnet- 
ized plasmas, in addition to the electron contribution which 
has been developed by Meyer-Vernet and Perche [1989]. 

The quasi-thermal noise method, generalized to a drifting 
plasma in the present paper, provides an accurate determin- 
ation of the solar wind plasma. It is complementary to clas- 
sical particle analysers for both interplanetary, planetary, and 
cometary environment studies, and it can be used to cross- 
check other instruments. It is planned to be also used on 
several spacecraft to measure the electron density and tem- 
perature, in particular, on Cassini in the ionosphere of Venus, 
in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn, and on the Imager for 
Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) mis- 
sion in the Earth's magnetosphere. 

Appendix: Kramers-Kronig Relations 

The analyticity of the function e•(k, w) in the upper half 
angular frequency w plane allows the use of the Cauchy's 
theorem to relate the real and imaginary parts of 
on the real axis and to deduce the Kramers-Kronig relation 
[Jackson, 1975]. Let z be a point inside a closed contour C 
in the w plane; then a given function having the same ana- 
lyticityproperty of •(k, z) is given using Cauchy's theorem 
by 

1 /c f(•k,W')dw , (A1) 
We now choose the contour C to consist of the real w •is 

•d a l•ge semicircle in the upper half pl•e. If f(k, w) - 1 
v•ishes sufficiently rapidly at infinity, there is no contribu- 
tion to the integral from the l•ge semicircle. •us (A1) c• 
be rewritten as 

1 /_• • f(k'W')dw' (A2) - z 

where z is •y point in the upper half pl•e. T•ing z = 
w + io •d w: 0, the real p•t of the equation is 

(A3) 0)] -; 

where P is the principal pro. We now apply this relation to 
the function f(k,w) = 1/eg(k,w)- 1, which v•ishes as w 
tends to infinity. 

•en we derive from (A3) 

i ) [ 1 (a4) 6L •t) 6L 
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